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Recent studies of disorder or non-Hermiticity induced topological insulators inject new ingredients
for engineering topological matter. Here we consider the effect of purely non-Hermitian disorders, a
combination of these two ingredients, in a 1D chiral symmetric lattice with disordered gain and loss.
The increasing disorder strength can drive a transition from trivial to topological insulators, charac-
terizing by the change of topological winding number defined by localized states in the gapless and
complex bulk spectra. The non-Hermitian critical behaviors are characterized by the biorthogonal
localization length of zero energy edge modes, which diverges at the critical transition point and
establishes the bulk-edge correspondence. Furthermore, we show that the bulk topology may be
experimentally accessed by measuring the biorthogonal chiral displacement C, which converges to
the winding number through time-averaging and can be extracted from proper Ramsey-interference
sequences. We propose a scheme to implement and probe such non-Hermitian disorder driven topo-
logical insulators using photons in coupled micro-cavities.
Introduction.— Topological insulators (TIs), exotic
states of matter exhibiting gapless edge states deter-
mined by quantized features of their bulk [1–4], have been
widely studied in various systems [5–20]. Recently, the
concept of TIs has been generalized to open quantum sys-
tems characterized by non-Hermitian Hamiltonians [21],
which may exhibit unique properties without Hermitian
counterparts [22]. The experimental advances in con-
trolling dissipation such as gain and loss in atomic and
optical systems [23–42] provide powerful tools for study-
ing non-Hermitian topological phases. Beside new non-
Hermitian topological invariants [43–50], the unique fea-
tures (e.g., complex eigenvalues, eigenstate biorthonor-
mality, exceptional points, etc.) of non-Hermitian sys-
tems can lead to novel topological phenomena, such as
the non-Hermitian skin effects, exceptional rings and
bulk Fermi arcs, with bulk-edge correspondence very dif-
ferent from the Hermitian systems [45–67].
A key property of TIs (either Hermitian or non-
Hermitian) is their robustness against weak disorders
through the topological protection [1–3]. For sufficiently
strong disorders, the system becomes topologically triv-
ial through Anderson localization [68], accompanied by
the unwinding of the bulk topology [69–72]. In this con-
text, the prediction of the reverse process that non-trivial
topology can be induced, rather than inhibited, by the
addition of disorder to a trivial insulator was surpris-
ing [73]. The disorder-induced topological states, known
as topological Anderson insulators (TAIs), can support
robust topological invariants carried entirely by localized
states. They have attracted many theoretical studies [74–
81] and been experimentally demonstrated in 1D syn-
thetic atomic wires [82] and 2D photonic lattices [83].
So far the studies of TAIs have been mainly focused
on Hermitian disorders. Therefore natural questions are
whether topological insulators can be induced by purely
non-Hermitian disorders, and if so, what the critical-
ity and bulk-edge correspondence are for general non-
Hermitian TAIs. Furthermore, experimental schemes for
probing such non-Hermitian bulk topology is highly de-
sired, but still lacked even for clean non-Hermitian sys-
tems.
In this Letter, we address these important issues by
considering a 1D chiral symmetric lattice in the presence
of purely non-Hermitian disorders (e.g., disordered gain
and loss). Our main results are: (i) The system reveals
rich phase diagrams, where topological insulators can be
induced solely by disordered gain-loss control, with topo-
logical winding number carried by localized states in the
(complex) bulk spectra. (ii) We examine the general
critical behaviors of non-Hermitian TAIs by deriving the
biorthogonal localization length of the zero edge mode,
which diverges at the critical transition point, establish-
ing the bulk-edge correspondence. (iii) We propose to ex-
perimentally probe the bulk topology by measuring the
biorthogonal chiral displacement C, which converges to
the winding number under time-averaging [in the parity-
time (PT) symmetric region]. We show how C can be
extracted using a proper Ramsey interferometer, which
provides the first realistic method to measure the topo-
logical invariants of non-Hermitian systems. (iv) We de-
velop an experimental scheme to implement our model
using photons in coupled micro-cavities.
Model.—We consider a disordered non-Hermitian Su-
Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) [84] model with a chiral or sub-
lattice symmetry, as shown in Fig. 1. The tight-binding
Hamiltonian reads
H =
∑
n
[
c†n(mnσ
x − iγnσy)cn
+J+n c
†
nσ
+cn+1 + J
−
n c
†
n+1σ
−cn
]
(1)
with c†n = (c
†
n,A, c
†
n,B) the particle creation operator of
sites A and B in the unit cell n (n ∈ [−N,N − 1]), and
σ± = 12 (σ
x±iσy), J±n = Jn±κn. mn and Jn are the Her-
mitian parts of the intra- and inter-cell tunnelings, which
are set to be uniform mn = m and Jn = J . The purely
non-Hermitian disorders are given by the anti-Hermitian
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FIG. 1: Lattice representation of the generalized SSH Hamil-
tonian in Eq. 1, with purely non-Hermitian disorders γn, κn.
parts γn and κn (corresponding to gain and loss dur-
ing tunnelings), which are independently and randomly
generated numbers drawn from the uniform distributions
[γb− Wγ2 , γb + Wγ2 ] and [κb− Wκ2 , κb + Wκ2 ], respectively.
The biases γb and κb correspond to the periodic non-
Hermiticities. The model preserves the chiral symmetry
ΓHΓ−1 = −H (Γ flips the sign of particles on sites B),
and thus the eigenvalues appear in pairs (E,−E). The
system also preserves a hidden PT symmetry [85], which
may be broken by strong non-Hermitian disorders. Here-
after, we will set J = 1 as the energy unit and focus on
γb = 0 unless otherwise noted.
Phase diagrams.— For disordered systems, the topo-
logical invariant should be defined in real space. Even in
the clean limit, the real-space topological invariant would
be a natural choice to characterize non-Hermitian sys-
tems due to their extreme sensitivities to boundary con-
ditions (open-boundary spectra are very different from
the periodic ones). Therefore, the topology is encoded
in the spectra with open boundary condition where pro-
tected edge states can exist.
We define the real-space winding number for a non-
Hermitian chiral-symmetric system as [80, 85]
ν =
1
4
T {QΓ[Xˆ,Q]}+ h.c., (2)
where Xˆ is the unit-cell position operator, T is the
trace per volume and Q = P+ − P− is the flattened
Hamiltonian with P± = ±
∑
j |ΨRj,±〉〈ΨLj,±|. |ΨR,Lj,± 〉 sat-
isfy H|ΨRj,±〉 = Ej,±|ΨRj,±〉 and H†|ΨLj,±〉 = E∗j,±|ΨLj,±〉,
with chiral-symmetric pairs Ej,+ = −Ej,− and |ΨR,Lj,∓ 〉 =
Γ|ΨR,Lj,± 〉. The choice of occupied bands Ej,− is very flex-
ible (different choices lead to the same winding number).
We first consider stronger intra-cell disorders Wγ =
8Wκ = W . Fig. 2a shows the phase diagram determined
by numerical calculation of ν in the W -m plane with
κb = 0.1. At W = 0 (no disorder), the system is in topo-
logical phase with ν = 1 form2 < |1−κ2b| [47]. For a small
W , the disorders tend to weaken the intra-cell couplings,
leading to the enlargement of the topological region as
W increases. That is, trivial system is driven topologi-
cal through the addition of non-Hermitian disorders, as
shown in Fig. 2b with m = 1.1 (corresponding to the hor-
izontal line in Fig. 2a). The winding number fluctuates
strongly near the phase boundary and the fluctuations
are more significant for stronger non-Hermiticities [85].
In the W → ∞ limit, the intra-cell couplings become
dominant and the system must become trivial (ν = 0) for
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FIG. 2: (a) Phase diagram in the m-W plane with κb = 0.1.
The winding number (shown by the color scale) is calculated
for N = 300 and averaged over 10 disorder configurations.
Red solid line is the analytic critical boundary and stripped
line is the PT-symmetry breaking curve. (b) The winding
number along the horizontal line in (a) with m = 1.1. The
unaveraged data for 10 disorder configurations are shown by
the scattered blue points and the average by the red solid line.
(c) Phase diagram in the κb-W plane with m = 1.1. Other
parameters are the same as in (a). (d) The analytic zero-
energy-mode Biorthogonal localization length corresponding
to the phase diagram in (c). Wγ = 8Wκ = W in all plots.
all m and κb. In Fig. 2c, we plot the phase diagram as a
function of κb for m = 1.1. The area of disorder-induced
topological phase shrinks to zero as |κb| increases, leading
to a topological island in the W -κb plane. In the strong
|κb| limit, the system enters the topological phase again
as the inter-cell couplings becomes dominant. Such phase
diagrams are the results of the competing effects between
Hermitian and non-Hermitian tunnelings which tend to
weaken each other, and the effective two-site coupling
strength reaches its minimum when they are compara-
ble.
As W increases, the gap at E = 0 closes prior to the
phase transition to ν = 0 (ν = 1) for m2 < |1 − κ2b|
(m2 > |1 − κ2b|) [85]; the stripped lines in Figs. 2a-c are
the PT-symmetry breaking curves, indicating the topo-
logical phase is not affected by the disorder-driven PT-
symmetry breaking or band gap closing, and ν remains
robust for much stronger disorders. For dominant inter-
cell disorders Wκ  Wγ , the phase diagram can be ob-
tained similarly, where the system becomes topological,
rather than trivial, in the Wκ →∞ limit.
Biorthogonal criticality.— It is known that the edge
states (e.g., the zero energy modes) become delocal-
ized at the topological critical point [4], which applies
to both clean and disordered Hermitian systems [80].
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FIG. 3: (a) and (b) Phase diagrams in the three-dimensional
parameter space (m, κb, W ) determined by the delocalized
critical surface with W = Wγ = 8Wκ and W = Wκ = 8Wγ ,
respectively. (c) The biorthogonal localization lengths ver-
sus disorder at different energies. Data points are obtained
by numerical transfer matrix analysis and solid line is the
analytic result for E = 0. The transfer matrix was iter-
ated 106∼8 times. (d) Biorthogonal IPR averaged over all
states and 100 disorder configurations for a 200-site lattice
(N=50). The inset shows the biorthogonal density distribu-
tion PE(n, α) around Re[E] = −1.5. The site index is 2n+α.
Other parameters in (c) and (d): m = 1.25, κb = 0.1 and
W = Wγ = 8Wκ.
For non-Hermitian systems, the left and right eigen-
states are inequivalent, both of which need be taken
into account to characterize the criticality. Here we ex-
amine such biorthogonal criticality by deriving the ana-
lytic formula of the zero-energy-mode localization length,
which enables us to identify the topological phase bound-
ary. The zero energy modes of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tions H|ΨR0 〉 = 0 and H†|ΨL0 〉 = 0 can be solved ex-
actly, from which we obtain the biorthogonal distribu-
tions P (n, α) = 〈ΨL0 (n, α)|ΨR0 (n, α)〉 as
P (n, α) = P (0, α)
n−1∏
n′=0
(
m− γ2n′+α
1− κ2n′
)ηα
(3)
for the unit cell n, where α = 0, 1 and ηα = ± cor-
respond to sublattice sites A and B, respectively. The
biorthogonal localization lengths are defined as Λ−1α =
− 12 limn→∞ 1n ln |P (n,α)P (0,α) |, which do not suffer the skin ef-
fects and satisfy Λ−10 = −Λ−11 . Λ0 as a function of m,
Wγ , Wκ, γb and κb can be obtained after ensemble aver-
age (the explicit expression can be found in [85]), and the
critical exponent is 1. Surprisingly, Λ0 at γb = κb = 0 is
exactly the same as that of the Hermitian system studied
in [80].
The bulk ν and edge quantities Λ0 establish the gener-
alized bulk-edge correspondence for the non-Hermitian
TAIs. In the topological (trivial) phase with ν = 1
(ν = 0), we have (−1)αΛα > 0 [(−1)αΛα < 0]. Re-
call that the lattice starts (ends) by a site A (B) at
the left (right) boundary, (−1)αΛα > 0 indicates one
zero energy mode at each boundary. The topological
phase transition occurs at the delocalized critical surface
where the biorthogonal localization length Λ0 diverges
(i.e., Λ−10 crosses zero). Fig. 2d shows the corresponding
Λ0 of the phase diagram in Fig. 2c. In Figs. 3a and 3b,
the exact phase diagrams in the whole parameter space
(m,κb,W ) are plotted for Λ
−1
0 = 0 with dominant intra-
cell (W = Wγ = 8Wκ) and inter-cell (W = Wκ = 8Wγ)
disorders, respectively (for other disorder configurations
see [85]). In Fig. 3a, the topological regions at small and
large |κb| are connected by two holes, whose size is pro-
portional to Wκ. In Fig. 3b, the two trivial regions at
large m are separated by the topological region around
m = 0. These results are in good agreement with the
phase diagram predicted by the winding number ν (see
Figs. 2a-c).
The critical behavior is characterized only by the zero
energy modes, and all states with E 6= 0 are localized in
every instance with disorders. Using a numerical analysis
of the transfer matrix [89, 90] for both H and H† [85], we
calculate the biorthogonal localization lengths as a func-
tion of disorder strength at different energies, which are
shown in Fig. 3c and confirm the localization behavior
of the bulk states. Fig. 3d shows the disorder-averaged
inverse participation ratio (IPR) [91] obtained from the
biorthogonal density distributions [85], which also im-
ply the localization of the entire bulk (larger IPR cor-
responds to stronger localization). We emphasize that,
the biorthogonal density distributions and localization
lengths do not suffer the skin effects.
Probing the topology.— For disordered system, the zero
energy edge modes, usually embedded in the gapless bulk
spectra, are difficult to detect; not to mention that the
non-Hermitian (left or right) bulk states may also be lo-
calized near the edges due to skin effects. Determining
the bulk winding from Eq. 2 requires the measurement
of all possible eigenstates, which is also hard to perform.
Another way to access the topological invariant is to mon-
itor the dynamical response of particles initially prepared
on site A of unit-cell n = 0 (denoted as |0A〉) and mea-
sure the mean chiral displacement [82, 92]. Different from
Hermitian models, here the time evolution under H is not
unitary, and the usual scheme no longer works. To over-
come this difficulty, we introduce the biorthogonal chiral
displacement
C(t) = 〈L(t)|ΓXˆ|R(t)〉+ h.c., (4)
which takes into account of the dynamics of both
H and H†, with |R(t)〉 = exp(−iHt)|0A〉, |L(t)〉 =
exp(−iH†t)|0A〉 and 〈L(t)|R(t)〉 = 1. It can be shown
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FIG. 4: (a) Ramsey interferometer for measurement of
biorthogonal chiral displacement C. (b) Density distributions
of |φt〉 with t = 10 and W = 1.5. ρx, ρ↑ and ρ↓ are shown
by the solid, dashed and dotted lines respectively. (c) Dy-
namics of C(t) for topological and trivial phases at different
disorder strengths. The dashed lines are the corresponding
time-averaged value C¯ in the interval t ∈ [0, 80]. (d) Evolu-
tion of C¯ with disorder for different averaging time intervals
(red and blue lines). The black solid line is the corresponding
winding number ν. All results in (b)-(d) are averaged over
100 disorder configurations. Other parameters are m = 1.05,
γb = 0, W = Wγ = 8Wκ, and N is chosen such that the wave
functions do not reach the boundary during evolution.
that, in the PT-symmetric region (i.e., real-spectrum re-
gion), C(t) converges to the winding number ν upon suf-
ficient time- and disorder-averaging C¯ = 〈C(t)〉. In the
clean limit, the disorder-averaging is not necessary.
We now discuss how to measure the biorthogonal chi-
ral displacement using proper Ramsey interferometer se-
quences as shown in Fig. 4a. First we introduce an ad-
ditional pseudospin degrees of freedom, and prepare the
particles in state |φ0〉 = |+〉|0A〉 with pseudospin state
|±〉 = 1√
2
(|↑〉 ± |↑〉). Then we engineer the dissipations
such that the dynamics of particles in the two spin states
|↑〉 and |↓〉 are governed by H and H† respectively. The
total Hamiltonian reads
Hprobe = H ⊗ |↑〉 〈↑|+H† ⊗ |↓〉 〈↓| . (5)
After an evolution interval t, we measure the chiral dis-
placement in basis |±〉, and the outcome gives C(t)
〈φt|2ΓXˆτx|φt〉 = C(t), (6)
with |φt〉 = exp(−iHprobet)|φ0〉 and τx the Pauli matrix
in the pseudospin basis.
The disorder driven topological phase transition may
occurs before the PT-symmetry breaking (see Fig. 2a),
and thus can be probed by the dynamical response. In
Fig. 4b, we plot the typical (disorder-averaged) density
distributions ρs = 〈φt(n, α)|τs|φt(n, α)〉 with τ↑ = |↑〉 〈↑|.
for different spin basis. We see that, the spin up and spin
down densities may be amplified with strong asymmetric
distributions away from n = 0 due to the non-Hermitian
(i.e., non-reciprocity) tunnelings. However, their inter-
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FIG. 5: Experimental implementation of the lattice model
in Eq. 1 using coupled arrays of micro-ring cavities.
ference density pattern ρx, almost symmetrically dis-
tributed around n = 0, remains finite and normalized
[
∑
n,α ρx(n, α) = 1]. Fig. 4c shows the disorder-averaged
dynamics of C(t) with different disorder strengths, which
converge to 0 and 1 upon time-averaging for trivial and
topological phases, respectively. The dependence of C¯ on
the strength of applied disorder are shown in Fig. 4d,
which changes from C¯ = 0 to C¯ = 1 across the disorder
driven topological phase transition.
Experimental implementation.— The disordered non-
Hermitian SSH model studied here can be realized using
photons in coupled micro-ring cavities [14, 31–34, 93].
The clockwise and counterclockwise modes in the micro-
ring cavity naturally play the role of pseudospin degrees
of freedom which is necessary for the probing. Shown
in Fig. 5 is the corresponding photonic circuit, where
site micro-rings are evanescently coupled to their near-
est neighbors using a set of auxiliary micro-rings, each
of which can be controlled independently. The non-
Hermitian (asymmetric) tunnelings can be realized by
adding gain and loss to the two arms of the auxiliary
micro-rings, respectively [14, 31, 93]. For either leftward
or rightward tunnelings, the clockwise mode and coun-
terclockwise mode use different arms. Therefore, the two
pseudospin states have opposite non-Hermiticities, lead-
ing to exactly the Hamiltonian Hprobe in Eq. 5 [85]. To
measure the Ramsey interference, we propose to couple
each cavity with an input-output waveguide [14, 32], as
shown in Fig. 5. The waveguide is arranged as a Sagnac
interferometer so that the initial state |φ0〉 can be pre-
pared by a narrow input pulse applying to site A at n = 0,
and the two output ports measure the pseudospin states
in the basis |+〉 and |−〉, respectively [85]. It is also pos-
sible to implement our model using other systems such
as cold atoms in optical lattices and microwaves in elec-
tronic circuits, where the non-Hermitian tunnelings can
be realized by Raman couplings with lossy atomic lev-
els [41, 50, 94] and circuit amplifiers/resistances [95].
Conclusion and discussion.— In summary, we pro-
posed and characterized non-Hermitian topological in-
sulating states induced solely by disordered gain and
loss control, and developed the first realistic method to
probe their topological invariants. Our developed bulk
and edge topological characterizations may be useful for
exploring other disordered non-Hermitian systems. The
5proposed Ramsey interferometer allows the coherent ex-
traction of information from both right and left eigen-
states, which may have potential applications in probing
the topology of various non-Hermitian systems. Further-
more, it will be exciting to study the interplay between
non-Hermitian disorders and strong interactions, where
non-trivial many-body localization states may exist (Re-
cent studies suggest that even ordered non-Hermiticity
could significantly alert the localization properties [96–
101]).
Note added.—During the preparation of this paper,
we became aware of a complementary work [102], which
mainly focused on the PT-symmetric region under strong
Hermitian disorders. Its topological characterization
does not apply to general non-Hermitian TAIs like
our model. In addition, the critical behavior (e.g.,
the biorthogonal localization length) for a general non-
Hermitian TAI, the chiral displacement and its detection,
and the experimental realization discussed here were not
considered in Ref. [102].
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8Supplementary Materials
Hidden PT symmetry.—As we mentioned in the main text, the system obeys a hidden PT symmetry. To see this,
we first apply a unitary rotation in the sublattice space cn → c˜n = exp(ipi4σx)cn, and rewrite the Hamiltonian as
H =
∑
n
[
c˜†n(mσ
x − iγnσz)c˜n + (J + κn)c˜†n
σx + iσz
2
c˜n+1 + (J − κn)c˜†n+1
σx − iσz
2
c˜n
]
. (S1)
Then, we define the parity and time-reversal operators in the basis c˜n as P = σx and T = K (with K denoting complex
conjugation), respectively. Therefore, the Hamiltonian preserves the PT symmetry as PT H(PT )−1 = H. The lattice
representation of Eq. S1 is shown in Fig. S1(a). The parity operator corresponds to the reflection with respect to
the horizontal dashed line, which exchanges sublattice sites A and B. We find that the system is PT-symmetric in
the weak non-Hermitian region when both |γn| < |m| and |κn| < |J | are satisfied for all n (i.e., Wγ + |γb| < |m| and
Wκ + |κb| < |J |). Otherwise, the PT-symmetry is spontaneously broken. The spectrum is real in the PT-symmetric
region and becomes complex in the PT-symmetry breaking region. The typical band structure is shown in Figs. S1(b)
and S1(c), where the spectrum becomes complex after the PT-symmetry breaking point. As W increases, the gap at
E = 0 closes prior to the phase transition to ν = 0 (ν = 1) for m2 < |1− κ2b| (m2 > |1− κ2b|), and the PT-symmetry
breaking is not associated with the gap closing or topological phase transition.
The winding number.—As we defined in the main text, the winding number is
ν =
1
4
T {QΓ[Xˆ,Q]}+ h.c., (S2)
where the first term T {QΓ[Xˆ,Q]} is not guaranteed to be real for a general non-Hermitian system, since Q 6= Q†. In
our model, we find that T {QΓ[Xˆ,Q]} may have a small imaginary part in the PT-symmetry breaking region for each
disorder configuration. However, its disorder average of Q 6= Q† is nearly real with imaginary part  1.
We have considered the open boundary conditions in this paper, and a naive evaluation of the trace in calculating ν
yields identical zero, since the contribution from the bulk states is canceled exactly by the boundary modes [1–3]. Here
we follow the idea in Ref. [1–3], and evaluate the trace per volume in Eq. (1) in the main text over the central part of
the lattice chain (Here we exclude 100 lattice sites from each ends of the chain). Nevertheless, we find that, beside the
strong fluctuations at the phase boundaries, the winding number also fluctuate more strongly in the PT-symmetry
breaking region than the PT-symmetric region. The reasons are discussed in the following.
For a clean system, it is known that the PT-symmetry breaking is accompanied by the appearance of exceptional
points where more than one right (left) eigenstate can coalesce and the Hamiltonian is defective. For the disorder
driven PT-symmetry breaking studied here, it is also possible that the Hamiltonian becomes defective for certain
specific disorder configurations (with fixed disorder strength). A defective Hamiltonian can not be flattened in the
𝑚 
−𝑖𝛾𝑛 
𝑖𝛾𝑛 
… 
… … 
… 
𝐽𝑅 𝐽𝐿 
𝑖𝐽𝑅 
𝑖𝐽𝑅 
−𝑖𝐽𝐿 
−𝑖𝐽𝐿 
𝐴 𝐴 𝐴 
𝐵 𝐵 𝐵 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
𝑊 
𝜈 
𝜌(𝜈,𝑊) 
FIG. S1: (a) Lattice representation of the Hamiltonian in Eq. S1, with on-site loss (gain) rate γn for A (B) sites. The tunneling
gain (loss) κn is encoded in JL =
J−κn
2
and JR =
J+κn
2
. (b,c) The band structures around E = 0 as a function of disorder
strength for m = 1.1 and m = 0.8 respectively, with W = Wγ = 8Wκ, κb = 0.1. The scattered points show the first 20
energy levels around E = 0 with 10 disorder configurations. The gap between the bulk and zero-energy edge states around
W = 3 is due to the low density of states, which will be filled if more disorder configurations are considered. (d) The winding
number distribution ρ(ν,W ) of 1000 disorder configurations. ρ(ν,W ) = 1
D
∑D
d=1
ε2
[ν−νd(W )]2+ε2 , νd(W ) is the winding number
of the d-th disorder configuration with disorder strength W , D = 1000 is the total number of disorder configurations, and each
νd(W ) is replaced by a narrow Lorentz function with width ε = 0.02. In (b-d), the solid and dashed vertical lines are the phase
boundary and PT-symmetry breaking point, respectively.
9FIG. S2: (a) (b) Zero-energy-mode biorthogonal localization length as functions of m (with κb = 0.1) and κb (with m = 1.1).
W = Wγ = 8Wκ = 2. (c) (d) The delocalized critical surfaces on the parameter space (m, γb, W ) and (m, Wκ, Wγ) with
W = Wγ = 8Wκ. (e) The IPR of all bulk eigenstates at different disorder strengths W = Wγ = 8Wκ. j is the eigenvalue index
and the system contains 200 lattice sites (N = 50).
form of Eq. (1) in the main text. Fortunately, if we consider a finite lattice with finite disorder configurations,
the probability for the random Hamiltonian to be defective is zero, as confirmed by our numerical simulations. On
the other hand, in the thermodynamic limit (where the system is infinite), we can always get the specific disorder
configuration at certain spatial interval such that the Hamiltonian is defective. In this case, we have infinite number
of eigenstates (localized) and the probability for a state to coalesce with others is zero. As a result, we can safely
exclude these defective disorder configurations in the calculation of the winding number as long as their occurrence
probability is zero, which shares the same spirit as that one can exclude the exceptional points from the integral
over the Brillouin zone when calculating the clean-system winding number [4]. In actual practice, we do not need
to exclude any disorder configurations in the numerical simulations, as we adopt a finite lattice and consider finite
number of disorder configurations, where the Hamiltonian is found to be always non-defective.
Though the Hamiltonian is always non-defective in the numerical simulations, we do find that there are more
chances to obtain two nearly coalescing states (where the Hamiltonian is close to be defective) in the gapless PT-
symmetry breaking region than other regions. Let us denote such two nearly identical states as |ΨR1 〉, |ΨR2 〉 and
the corresponding left eigenstates as |ΨL1 〉, |ΨL2 〉, with energy given by Ed. The biorthonormality requires that
〈ΨL1 |ΨR2 〉 = 0 but 〈ΨL1 |ΨR1 〉 = 1. Recall that |ΨR1 〉 and |ΨR2 〉 are nearly identical, therefore, the distributions
P1(n, α) = 〈ΨL1 (n, α)|ΨR1 (n, α)〉 must have amplitudes |P1(n, α)| much larger than 1 for some sites (the chiral sym-
metry
∑
n P1(n, 0) =
∑
n P1(n, 1) = 0.5 is still satisfied). Similar analysis applies to state |ΨR2 〉. These properties of
|ΨR1,2〉 would lead to stronger fluctuations in the calculated winding number, especially when i) P1(n, α) is occasionally
distributed around the boundary of the central trace volume, or ii) Ed ' 0 since |P1(n, 0)| would be much larger
or smaller than |P1(n, 1)|, which is also the reason why the fluctuation becomes more significant after the band gap
closing at E = 0, or iii) the system size is to small. Though the fluctuations of calculated winding number is stronger
than the Hermitian models, clear phase boundaries can still be obtained, as shown in Fig. 2 in the main text. The
calculated winding number is mainly distributed near the averaged value ν = 1 (ν = 0) in the topological (trivial)
phase, as further confirmed in Fig. S1(d) where more disorder configurations (∼ 1000) are considered.
Biorthogonal localization length.—For non-Hermitian systems, the left and right eigenstates are inequivalent, both
of which need be taken into account to characterize the localization. For the zero-energy modes, the Schro¨dinger
equations H|ΨR0 〉 = 0 and H†|ΨL0 〉 = 0 are
0 = (J − κn)|ΨR0 (n+ 1, 0)〉+ (m+ γn)|ΨR0 (n, 0)〉
0 = (m− γn+1)|ΨR0 (n+ 1, 1)〉+ (J + κn)|ΨR0 (n, 1)〉
0 = (J + κn)|ΨL0 (n+ 1, 0)〉+ (m− γn)|ΨL0 (n, 0)〉
0 = (m+ γn+1)|ΨL0 (n+ 1, 1)〉+ (J − κn)|ΨL0 (n, 1)〉. (S3)
The solutions are
|ΨR0 (n+ 1, α)〉 = −
[
m+ (−1)αγn+α
J − (−1)ακn
]ηα
|ΨR0 (n, α)〉
10
|ΨL0 (n+ 1, α)〉 = −
[
m− (−1)αγn+α
J + (−1)ακn
]ηα
|ΨL0 (n, α)〉, (S4)
with α = 0, 1 and ηα = ±1 correspond to sublattice sites A and B, respectively. We obtain the biorthogonal
distributions P (n, α) = 〈ΨL0 (n, α)|ΨR0 (n, α)〉 as given in the main text (by setting J = 1 as the energy unit),
P (n, α) = P (0, α)
n−1∏
n′=0
(
m− γ2n′+α
1− κ2n′
)ηα
. (S5)
The zero-energy-mode biorthogonal localization lengths are
Λ−1α = −
1
2
lim
n→∞
1
n
ln
∣∣∣∣P (n, α)P (0, α)
∣∣∣∣
= lim
n→∞
ηα
2n
n−1∑
n′=0
(
ln |1− κ2n′ | − ln |m− γ2n′+α|
)
. (S6)
According to Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem, we can use the ensemble average to evaluate Λα
Λ−10 = −Λ−11 =
1
2
∫ γb+Wγ/2
γb−Wγ/2
dγ
∫ κb+Wκ/2
κb−Wκ/2
dκ
(
ln |1− κ2| − ln |m− γ2|)
=
∑
s,s′=±
ln |Wκ + 2s+ 2ss′κb| s+ss′κb2Wκ |(Wκ + 2sκb)2 − 4|1/8
|Wγ + 2ms+ 2ss′γb|
ms+ss′γb
2Wγ |(Wγ + 2sγb)2 − 4m2|1/8
 . (S7)
Follow a similar analysis as in Ref. [1–3], we find that, except for some special cases |Wκ± 2κb| = 2 and |Wγ ± 2γb| =
2|m|, Λ−1α is analytic at the critical phase boundary κcb and mc with expansion Λ−10 (m,κb) = am(m−mc) + aκ(κb −
κcb) + · · · [as shown in Figs. S2(a) and S2(b)], leading to the critical exponent 1. For the special critical cases, one has
Λ−10 (m) ∼ (m−mc) ln |m−mc| with fixed κb, or Λ−10 (κb) ∼ (κb − κcb) ln |κb − κcb| with fixed m.
In Figs. S2(c) and S2(d), we also plot the phase diagrams in the parameter space (m, γb, W ) and (m, Wκ, Wγ)
obtained from Λ0, here W = Wγ = 8Wκ. We see that the system is topological (trivial) in the Wκ →∞ (Wγ →∞).
Due to the competition between Hermitian (m) and non-Hermitian (γb) tunnelings which tend to weaken each other,
the system stays in the topological phase up to very large m and γb along the directions |m| = |γb|.
When E 6= 0, it is difficult to obtain the analytic expression of the localization length. Here we numerically calculate
the biorthogonal localization lengths using the transfer matrix method [5], where the transfer matrix for right (left)
eigenstates can be obtain using H (H†). The Schro¨dinger equations H|ΨRE〉 = E|ΨRE〉 and H†|ΨLE〉 = E∗|ΨLE〉 can be
written as [
ΨRE(n˜, 0)
ΨRE(n˜, 1)
]
= MRn˜
[
ΨRE(0, 0)
ΨRE(0, 1)
]
, with MRn˜ =
n˜−1∏
n=0
[ −m+γn1−κn E1−κn
− E(m+γn)(1−κn)(m−γn+1)
E2−1+κ2n
(1−κn)(m−γn+1)
]
and similarly for |ΨLE〉 with
MLn˜ =
n˜−1∏
n=0
[
−m−γn1+κn E
∗
1+κn
− E∗(m−γn)(1+κn)(m+γn+1)
E∗2−1+κ2n
(1+κn)(m+γn+1)
]
.
The biorthogonal localization length is defined as
Λ−1E = lim
n˜→∞
ln |λRn˜λLn˜ |
2n˜
, (S8)
with λRn˜ (λ
L
n˜) the larger eigenvalue of M
R
n˜ (M
L
n˜ ) [6, 7]. Our numerical results are shown in Fig. 3(c) in the main text,
which indicate that all states with E 6= 0 are localized in every instance with disorders. At E = 0, Λ−1E is consistent
with the analytic zero-energy-mode biorthogonal localization length.
The localization properties can also be characterized by the inverse participation ratio (IPR) of the eigenstates,
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and larger IPR corresponds to stronger localization [5]. Here we define the biorthogonal IPR as
IPRj˜ =
∑
n,α |〈ΨLj˜ (n, α)|ΨRj˜ (n, α)〉|4∑
n,α |〈ΨLj˜ (n, α)|ΨRj˜ (n, α)〉|2
, (S9)
with j˜ = (j,±) the eigenvalue index. The averaged IPR is defined as IPR = 1L
∑
j˜ IPRj˜ with L the total number of
sites. In Fig. S2(e), we plot the IPRj˜ near the phase boundaries for all bulk states with E 6= 0, which are well above
1/L, indicating strong localization.
Biorthogonal chiral displacement.—In this section, we prove that the averaged Biorthogonal chiral displacement
converges to the winding number in the PT-symmetric region. In the presence of disorder, the trace over the whole
system may be replaced by a disorder average over a single unit cell according to Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem [1–3].
We can evaluate the winding number at unit cell n = 0, which is
ν(0) =
1
4
∑
α=A,B
〈0α|QΓ[Xˆ,Q]|0α〉+ h.c.
=
1
4
∑
α
〈0α|QΓXˆQ|0α〉+ h.c.
=
1
4
∑
α
〈0α|(I− 2P−)ΓXˆ(I− 2P−)|0α〉+ h.c., (S10)
with I = P+ + P−. In the PT-symmetric region (without eigenstates coalescing), the eigenstates form a complete
biorthonormal basis, and an arbitrary state |φ〉 can be expanded as |φ〉 = ∑s=±,j φj,s|ΨRj,s〉 with φj,s = 〈ΨLj,s|φ〉, and
I|φ〉 = |φ〉. Therefore, we have
ν(0) =
∑
α
〈0, α|P−ΓXˆP−|0, α〉+ h.c.
=
∑
α
1
2
∑
s=±,j
aRj,s(α)a
L
j,s(α)〈ΨLj,s|ΓXˆ|ΨRj,s〉+
∑
j 6=j′
aRj,−(α)a
L
j′,−(α)〈ΨLj,−|ΓXˆ|ΨRj′,−〉
+ h.c., (S11)
with aRj,s(α) = 〈0α|ΨRj,s〉 and aLj,s(α) = 〈ΨLj,s|0α〉. Similar to the Hermitian system, we find (numerically) that the
off-diagonal part (the sum over j 6= j′) in the above equation provide very small contributions, and
ν(0) ' 1
2
∑
α,s=±,j
aRj,s(α)a
L
j,s(α)〈ΨLj,s|ΓXˆ|ΨRj,s〉+ h.c.
The biorthogonal chiral displacement is defined as
CA(t) = 〈L(t)|ΓXˆ|R(t)〉+ h.c. = 〈0A| exp(iHt)ΓXˆ exp(−iHt)|0A〉+ h.c.
=
∑
j,s
aRj,s(A)a
L
j,s(A)〈ΨLj,s|ΓXˆ|ΨRj,s〉+
∑
(j,s)6=(j′,s′)
aRj,s(A)a
L
j′,s′(A)e
i(Ej,s−Ej′,s′ )t〈ΨLj,s|ΓXˆ|ΨRj′,s′〉+ h.c. (S12)
In the PT-symmetric region, all eigenvalues Ej,s are real. Therefore, the second term of Eq. S12 is rapidly oscillating,
which converges to zero when averaged over sufficiently long time sequences. The first term of Eq. S12 is time
independent and gives the mean chiral displacement
C¯A(∞) =
∑
j,s
aRj,s(A)a
L
j,s(A)〈ΨLj,s|ΓXˆ|ΨRj,s〉+ h.c. (S13)
Similarly, we can calculate the chiral displacement C¯B(∞) for initial state |0B〉 and ν(0) = C¯(∞) ≡ 12 [C¯A(∞)+C¯B(∞)].
For Hermitian systems, one has C¯A(∞) = C¯B(∞) [3], and we find it also holds here. We can just use the chiral
displacement CA(t) to probe the topology and drop the subscript A.
Experimental realization.—In the main text, we have discussed the realization of our model using coupled micro-ring
cavities. Here we show how the input-output Sagnac waveguide allows the measurement in the spin basis |±〉. As
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Port 1 
𝑟𝑒𝑔1
𝑐1,in 
𝑐1,out 𝑐2,in 
𝑐2,out 
𝑐↑ 
𝑐↑,in
′ 𝑐↓,in
′
𝑐↓,out
′ 𝑐↑,out
′
𝑐↓ 
Port 2 
BS 
Site 𝑟𝑒−𝑔1
−𝑟𝑒𝑔2
−𝑟𝑒−𝑔2
Site A Site B 
(a) (b) 
FIG. S3: (a) Input-output waveguide for measuring photon distributions in the spin basis |±〉. (b) Site cavities coupled by two
coupler cavities which allow the full tunability of the tunnelings through gain and loss control.
shown in Fig. S3(a), the input-output waveguide is a ring interferometer with a 50 : 50 beam splitter (BS). Let us
denote the input-output field operators as c1,in, c1,in and c1,out c1,out, their relations with the field operators c
′
↑ and
c′↓ inside the Sagnac interferometer are [8, 9][
c′↑,in
c′↓,in
]
=
[
1√
2
− 1√
2
1√
2
1√
2
] [
c1,in
c2,in
]
, and
[
c1,out
c2,out
]
=
[
1√
2
1√
2
1√
2
− 1√
2
] [
c′↑,out
c′↓,out
]
.
The Sagnac interferometer is weakly coupled with the cavity, thus we have[
c′↑,out
c′↓,out
]
=
[
eiϕ
√
1− 2c′↑,in + c↑
eiϕ
√
1− 2c′↓,in + c↓
]
,
where  is the coupling rate and ϕ is the phase delay of the Sagnac interferometer. We choose the gauge such that
the phase for c↑ and c↓ in the above equation is zero. According to Eqs. ?? and ??, we obtain[
c1,out
c2,out
]
=
[
eiϕ
√
1− 2c1,in + c+
eiϕ
√
1− 2c2,in + c−
]
,
with c± =
c↑±c↓√
2
. We see that the input-output port 1 and port 2 are coupled with the spin states |±〉 respectively,
which allow us to excite and measure the photons in the τx basis.
As we discussed in the main text, the non-Hermiticity is induced by gain and loss in the coupler cavities. Here
we give more details. Let us consider the coupling between two site cavities. In the presence of gain and loss in the
coupler cavity, the tight-binding Hamiltonian can be written as [10]
H = re±gc†BcA + re
∓gc†AcB ,
where r is determined by the coupling strength between the site and coupler cavities, and g is determined by the
gain and loss strength, leading to m = r cosh(g) and γn = r sinh(g). In this case, the system always stays in the
PT-symmetric region with |γn| < m. Though this does not prevent us from observing the non-Hermitian TAIs, the
system has some other shortcomings. Once the photonic circuit is fabricated, the tunability of m and γn is very
limited. Even though gain and loss can be controlled simply by varying the pumping strength, m and γn cannot be
tuned independently. A different disorder configuration may require additional sample fabrication.
Fortunately, all these shortcomings can be overcome by introducing a second coupler cavity, as shown in Fig. S3(b).
By controlling the interference between two couplers [8, 9, 11, 12], the Hermitian and non-Hermitian parts of the
tunnelling become m = r[cosh(g1)− cosh(g2)] and γn = r[sinh(g1)− sinh(g2)], which can be tuned independently to
arbitrary region (PT-symmetric or PT-breaking regions) by simply gain and loss control.
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